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Stress analysis of GaN-based heterostructures on silicon substrates
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Elastic stresses in AlN layers on silicon substrates of different thickness, as well as in multilayer (Al,Ga)N
structures grown on AlN/Si templates, were investigated based on in-situ reflectometry/deflectometry data. It was

found that tensile stresses arise during the growth of AlN, with their magnitude increasing with thicker the substrate.

During the growth of multilayer step-graded (Al,Ga)N structures, all layers underwent compressive stress which

decreased towards the surface. After cooling the structures to room temperature, some of the lower AlGaN layers

remained entirely compressed, while another part experienced both compressive (in the lower part of each layer)
and tensile (in the upper part of each layer) stresses
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High electron mobility transistors based on III-V com-

pounds are increasingly becoming part of modern elec-

tronics, gradually replacing existing silicon-based devices.

Gallium nitride has a unique combination of properties,

such as a large band gap (3.4 eV, 3 times that of silicon),
high electron saturation velocity (∼ 2.5 · 107 cm/s) [1], high
breakdown electric field strength (> 3MV/cm) [2] and

relatively high mobility (∼ 2500 cm2/(V · s)) of the two-

dimensional electron gas at the Al(Ga)N/GaN [3] heteroin-
terface. Due to these properties, it is possible to create

high-power [4] and high-frequency [5] devices based on

III-N heterostructures.

Due to the lack of inexpensive large-diameter GaN

substrates, most III-N-based structures are grown hete-

roepitaxially on silicon carbide or sapphire substrates.

Growth is also possible on silicon substrates, which offer

several advantages, namely much lower cost, relatively

good thermal conductivity, and commercial availability of

substrates up to 450mm [6] in diameter. However, a serious

disadvantage of these substrates is the large lattice mismatch

between silicon and III-N compounds, as well as the

large difference in the thermal expansion coefficient (TEC),
which leads to high dislocation density and cracking of the

grown structure during cooling from the epitaxial growth

temperature (∼ 1000◦C for GaN growth by vapor-phase

epitaxy and 600−800◦C for growth by molecular-beam

epitaxy) to room temperature and limits the maximum

possible thickness of the GaN layer. One way to overcome

this limitation is to use AlGaN transition buffer layers of

different composition [7].

This work presents the results of the analysis of elastic

stresses arising during the growth of III-N layers on Si(111)
silicon substrates.

The studied structures were grown by metalorganic

vapor-phase epitaxy in Dragon-125 system with a horizontal

reactor. The system is equipped with a laser reflectome-

try/deflectometry tool that allows in situ control of the layer

growth rate and changes in the curvature of the structure.

Trimethylgallium, trimethylaluminium and ammonia were

used as precursors. Ferrocene and propane were used as

iron and carbon doping sources, respectively. Hydrogen,

nitrogen and their mixtures acted as carrier gases.

First, a set of templates were grown, which were

∼ 215 nm layers of AlN on silicon substrates of varying

thicknesses. Growth occurred at a temperature of 1100◦C.

The values of elastic stresses σ f in the layers were

determined using the Stoney equation:

κ =
6M f ε f h f

Ms h2
s

=
6σ f h f

Ms h2
s
, (1)

where κ — curvature, M f ,(s) — biaxial elastic modulus,

h f ,(s) — layer (substrate) thickness, where h f = G f t, where

G f — layer growth rate. Hereinafter, the values of

all necessary parameters were taken from [8]. On the

other hand, the stress caused by the mismatch of lattice

constants a , can be written as ε f = (a s − a f )/a s(1− r),
where r — the degree of plastic relaxation. The change in

curvature during the growth of the AlN layer for samples

grown on substrates with thicknesses of 950, 685, 500 µm is

shown in Figure 1, a. The obtained values of elastic stress σ f

and relaxation degree r of AlN layers grown on substrates

of different thicknesses are shown in Figure 1, b. It can

be seen that the magnitude of the tensile stress is larger

the thicker the substrate, while the degree of relaxation,

on the contrary, is smaller. For the AlN layer grown on a

500 µm thick substrate, the elastic stress is 1.02GPa, which
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Figure 1. a — changes in substrate curvature during the growth of AlN layer on silicon substrates with thicknesses of 950, 685, and

500 µm. Dependencies are shifted vertically for clarity. The dashed vertical lines indicate the beginning and the end of the layer growth

process. b — the dependence of the elastic stresses and the degree of plastic relaxation of the AlN layer on the substrate thickness.

agrees well with the value ∼ 1.2GPa from [9] for a layer

grown on a silicon substrate of the same thickness under

similar growth conditions. It was also reported in [10]
that the stress value in an AlN layer grown by molecular-

beam epitaxy on a 300 µm-thick substrate was 0.5 −0.7GPa.

The generation of such tensile stress is attributed to the

coalescence of islands in the layer growing by the Volmer–
Weber [11,12] mechanism. However, the reflectometry data

show no evidence of island growth, so if it does occur, it is

only in the very early stages of growth, and the resolution

of our equipment (at this growth rate) does not allow us to

observe this effect. The reason for the dependence of the

stress on substrate thickness is also unclear.

Multilayer (Al,Ga)N structures were grown on these

AlN/Si templates. First, six AlGaN layers (AlGaN1,
AlGaN2, . . ., AlGaN6) with a step-graded Al mole frac-

tion (0.76/0.62/0.40/0.29/0.14/0.06) doped with iron were

deposited at 1050◦C. To improve the morphology, the layers

were co-doped with carbon [13]. Then, the growth of

GaN : Fe, C (LT-GaN) buffer layer took place at the same

temperature. Afterwards, a high temperature undoped

GaN layer (HT-GaN) was deposited at 1100◦C. Iron-doped

buffer layers are widely used in GaN-based high electron

mobility transistors; the optimally selected thickness of the

undoped layer (channel) makes it possible to obtain high

breakdown voltages without significant deterioration of the

properties of the two-dimensional electron gas caused by

the penetration of iron atoms into the channel region due to

the so-called
”
memory effect“ [14,15]. Growth conditions

are described in more detail in [16]. Figure 2 shows the

X-ray diffraction rocking curve analysis of such a multilayer

structure, on which eight separate peaks corresponding to

layers of different compositions are clearly distinguishable.
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Figure 2. X-ray rocking curve of a multilayer (Al,Ga)N structure.

The peaks correspond to the layers: 0 — AlN; 1, 2, . . ., 6 —
AlGaN1, AlGaN2, . . ., AlGaN6; 7 — GaN.

The curvature change dependences of the structures

during growth on AlN/Si templates grown on substrates

with thicknesses of 950 and 685 µm are shown in Figure 3, a

(in the growth process on a thinner template on a substrate

of 500 µm there was plastic deformation of silicon, so this

structure was not analyzed and is not shown here). Similar

to the growth of AlN layers, a larger curvature change is

observed for the growth on the thinner template. However,

within each individual layer, the change in curvature is

non-linear in time (i. e., layer thickness), so an approach

from [17] was used to analyze these structures by approxi-

mating the change in curvature of the structure within each

layer by a quadratic function κ = A + B1h f + B2h2
f . Then
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Figure 3. a — change in curvature of heterostructures during growth on AlN/Si-templates grown on substrates with thicknesses of 950

and 685µm Dependencies are shifted vertically for clarity. The dashed vertical lines indicate the beginning and end of the growth

process of individual layers: 1, 2, . . ., 6 — AlGaN1, AlGaN2, . . ., AlGaN6; 7 and 7′ — LT-GaN and HT-GaN; 8 — post-growth cooling.

b — elastic stress distribution along the thickness at the growth temperature. c — thickness elastic stress distribution after cooling to

room temperature. (The colored version of the figure is available on-line).

the elastic stress distributions in each layer are expressed as

σ f (h f ) =
Ms h2

s

6
B1 +

Ms h2
s

3
h f B2 +

hs h f (2M f − Ms )

3
B1.

(2)

The curves approximated by the quadratic function are

also shown in Figure 3, a. The calculated elastic stress

distribution in the layers at growth temperatures is shown

in Figure 3, b. Symbols indicate the average stress values

within each layer. In the growth process, all layers are

almost completely in the compressed state, and as the layer

grows, its gradual relaxation occurs, i.e., the part of the

layer closer to the surface becomes less stressed (up to an

almost stress-free state for low-composition AlGaN5 and

AlGaN6 layers and LT-GaN). Stress relaxation occurs by

annihilation and tilting of dislocations [18]. On average, the

layers on the thinner template are in a slightly less stressed

state, although the difference between the structures is not

significant. The only exception is the top HT-GaN layer,

which is significantly more compressed in the structure

grown on the thinner template.

As mentioned above, silicon and III-N materials have

very different TECs, which leads to the generation of

additional elastic stress during the post-cooling of the

structure. In the zero-order approximation, the total elastic

stress at room temperature in each layer can be calculated as

σ f (TRT ) = σ f (Tgrowth) + M f

TRT∫

Tgrowth

[αs (T ) − α f (T )]dT, (3)

where α f ,(s) — TEC of the layer (substrate). It can be

seen from Figure 3, c that after cooling, the AlGaN1 layer

is tensile on average, the intermediate layers of AlGaN2,

AlGaN3, AlGaN4 and AlGaN5 remain in a compressed

state, and AlGaN6 and LT-GaN are almost stress-free. It is

interesting that the HT-GaN layer is tensile in the structure

on the thick template, while it is slightly compressed in the

structure on the thin template. In addition, separate regions

experiencing tensile strain are observed in almost all layers,

which is consistent with calculations of the elastic stress

distribution in nominally compressed GaN on AlGaN [19].
This could potentially lead to cracking of the structure after

some time, so careful optimization of compositions and

thicknesses of transition layers AlGaN is necessary to obtain

reliable and durable devices based on such heterostructures.

Thus, in this work, the elastic stress in AlN layers during

growth on silicon substrates of different thicknesses, as well

as during growth of AlGaN multilayer buffer layers of vari-

able composition on the obtained AlN/Si templates, were

investigated using in situ laser reflectometry/deflectometry

data. It is found that AlN layers experience tensile stress

during the growth process. The resulting tensile stress is

greater the thicker the substrate. During the growth process

of a multilayer step-graded (Al,Ga)N structure, all layers

experience compressive stress, which decrease towards to

the surface. This indicates the relaxation of compressive

stress by tilting and changing the dislocation density. No

significant difference in the magnitude of elastic stress of

layers grown on thick and thin templates is observed,

except for the last high-temperature GaN layer. After

cooling the structures from the growth temperature to room

temperature, a part of the lower AlGaN layers remains

entirely compressed, while another part experiences both
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compressive stress (at the bottom of the layer) and tensile

stress (at the top of the layer). Such stress distribution could

potentially lead to cracking of the structure after some time,

so careful optimization of compositions and thicknesses of

AlGaN transition layers is necessary to obtain reliable and

durable devices based on such heterostructures.
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